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This talk will present strategies for electric and magnetic field driven assembly and manipulation of a rich variety of dynamic structures from soft matter. We have shown earlier how metallo-dielectric Janus/patchy spheres and microcubes acquire complex polarization patterns in external fields, leading to multidirectional interactions and assembly. Now we will first describe how magnetically responsive Janus microcubes can be assembled hierarchically into dynamically reconfiguring microclusters and chains. The residual polarization of the metal-coated facets leads to magnetic interactions and reconfiguration, directed by the orientational sequence of the microcubes in the chains. The pre-assembled clusters can be reversibly actuated, oriented and spatially transported by magnetic fields. They are capable of grabbing and transporting target micro-objects and serve as prototypes of new microbot and colloidal origami structures. They can also be designed to be self-motile in media with non-Newtonian rheology. In the second part of the talk, we will describe a new smart gel system of ultraflexible chains from magnetically responsive nanoparticles inside multiphase water-oil systems (Nature Mater. 14:1104 2015). The nanoparticles are coated by condensed, surface-anchored lipid shells. The field collects the super-paramagnetic nanoparticles into filaments by magnetophoresis, while the lipid shells form on contact nanocapillary liquid bridges between them. After switching off the field the particles retain their structural arrangement by a soft attractive potential induced by the liquid bridges. The nanocapillary binding allows for easy particle rolling and sliding and the resulting ultrahigh flexibility was measured to be orders of magnitude higher than other linear structures reported to date. The soft, "snappable," capillary interactions enable the making of magnetically self-repairing gel networks and novel inks for 3D printing.
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